Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing the uplink delays of users in a 5G cellular network. Such cellular network is based on a Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) architecture with limited fronthaul capacity, where our goal is to minimize delays of all users through an optimal resource allocation. Earlier works minimize average delay of each user assuming same transmit power for all users. Combining Pareto optimization and Markov Decision Process (MDP), we show that every desired balance in the trade-off among infinite-horizon averagereward delays, is achievable by minimizing a properly weighted sum delays. In addition, we solve the problem in two realistic scenarios; considering both power control and different (random) service times for the users. In the latter scenario, we are able to define and minimize the more preferred criterion of total delay vs. average delay for each user. We will show that the resulting problem is equivalent to a discounted-reward infinite-horizon MDP. Simulations show significant improvement in terms of wider stability region for arrival rates in power-controlled scenario and considerably reduced sum of users' total delays in the case of random service times.
I. INTRODUCTION
Improving spectral efficiency (SE) is of key importance in 5G networks in order to satisfy demanding QoS requirements such as minimal experienced delay for users. It is well-known that network-wide BS cooperation methods, e.g., Joint Transmission Coordinated Multi Point (JT CoMP) can increase SE. While JT CoMP can be implemented in either a centralized or a distributed manner [3] , the former is of higher interest due to its cost efficiency. By centralizing the processes in a base-band process unit (BPU), the new nodes will be in the form of lower complexity Radio-Remote Heads (RRHs). Such structure is the core idea of a Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) in 5G. But the cost of cheaper BSs leads to highthroughput "Fronthaul network" between RRHs and the BPU. Moreover, in a large network it may not be economical or even practical to directly connect all the RRHs to the BPU. Instead, a limited-capacity network mediates between the BPU and the distant RRHs.
In this paper, our goal is to minimize the users' delays in uplink of a CRAN by efficient allocation of the resources; the fronthaul capacity and the users' transmit powers. Paper [9] optimizes the Quality of Experience (QoE) for uploading videos in a Heterogeneous CRAN constraint to delay and power limitations for each video chunk. Papers [4] and [5] , aim to minimize the time average of the delay for each user, as a long-term optimization, rather than a one-shot approach used in [9] and [10] . Authors in [4] and [5] utilize Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework to formulate such long-term optimization and model the problem as an infinite-horizon average-reward MDP.
Moreover, minimizing average delays of all the users is a multi-objective optimization, with trade-offs among users. Weighted sum of users' average delays is considered in [5] as the objective function in order to achieve various balances for the mentioned trade-offs. Combining Pareto optimization and MDP theories, we prove that all the possible balances for the trade-offs among users are achievable by optimizing a properly "weighted sum of average delays".
Papers [4, 5, and 7] considered the same transmit power for all users. In an illustrating example, we show that a fronthaul allocation integrated with uplink power control, can reduce the average delays of users. We use an approximation similar to [5] to find the jointly optimal policy analytically, using the perturbation theory. Moreover, previous works such as [4, 5, and 7] , target to minimize the time-average of delay for each user, which necessitates considering a sufficiently long common service duration for all the users. But in a real network, users ask for services of different durations. Therefore, we will also consider this scenario and try to minimize users' delays in the case of finite random service durations. With a finite horizon, one is able to target minimization of total delay, instead of average delay, for each user as a higher QoS criterion. This paper is organized as follows: In section II, the system model is described. In Section III, we extend the multi-objective (Pareto) optimization to "infinite-horizon, average reward" objective functions. In section IV, we utilize our proposed model and show that every desired balance in the trade-off among average delays of users is achievable by minimizing a properly weighted sum of the average delays. In section V, we find the jointly optimal policy for allocation of fronthaul capacity and users' transmit powers. In section VI, we formulate the discounted-reward MDP model for finite-duration services. Simulations presenting the effectiveness of the proposed solutions are presented in section VII. Finally, section VIII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a CRAN architecture with m RRHs linked to the BPU through an intermediate network such as the one shown in Fig. 1 . Here, we assume universal frequency reuse and m users, where the number of users can be increased in practice by a desired multiplexing scheme such as FDM.
A. Wireless channels
Since signals of users are mixed at RRHs due to the universal frequency reuse, decoding of the received signals are done jointly at BPU (JT CoMP). In order to avoid the high complexity of running JT CoMP for all RRHs in a large network, it can be implemented for groups of neighboring RRHs. The group of RRHs for which JT CoMP is utilized, is called a cooperating cluster.
The time is slotted into intervals of τ seconds. In a cooperating cluster of n cells, the received baseband signal by RRH i at time slot t, is given by (1) .
where, ij h ∈ ℂ is the channel coefficient from user j to 
where, j p is the transmit power of user j and i C is the fronthaul capacity allocated to RRH i in bits/sec/Hz. Consequently, the quantized version of the received signal by RRH i at BPU is given by:
The vector form of (3) is expressed as: 
where,x represents the estimated vector of signals of users within the cooperating cluster. The end-to-end transmission rate of user i, i R is given by:
which is a function of channel state otherwise. Therefore, the evolution of ( )
where the operator [.] + denotes max{ . ,0}.
C. MDP formulation:
Assuming the same service time for all users, the goal is to minimize the expected time average of the delay experienced by each user. The expectation depends not only on the distribution of wireless channels, but also on how fronthaul capacity is assigned to RRHs and transmit powers to the users. Therefore, we define an infinitehorizon average-reward MDP, with the pair of wireless channel gains and queues' lengths, as its system
, which is governed with a policy π of decisions dt at each time slot t:
here, ( ) i C t is the fronthaul capacity allocated to RRH i,
p t is the dynamic part of the transmit power assigned to user j, which will be described explicitly in section V. Consequently and based on Little's law, the expected average delay for each user i is given by:
Moreover, note that such MDP is constrained due to limitations on total fronthaul capacity and the upper limit on the average dynamic power for each user:
III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Consider the problem of minimizing n correlated infinite-horizon average-reward objective functions with a finite and countable state-space in common: respectively. In any infinite-horizon average reward problem, one can find a sufficiently long duration T1 over which:
We can similarly find a duration T2 for point B. Now, consider a sufficiently large time interval, which can be partitioned into a desired numbers of T1 and T2 intervals and use 1 π and 2 π on them, respectively. Therefore, all points on the segment 'AB' in the objective space are achievable through time-sharing between 1 π and 2 π , and hence the objective range is convex. A similar "time sharing" idea is also utilized in [8] . Proof: Based on Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, every point on the Pareto front of the Problem 1 is also achievable by minimizing a weighted sum of objective functions, with proper weights. Hence, there is a policy for the weighted sum MDP which results in the corresponding point on the Pareto front. Using theorem 2, we deduce the existence of an optimal stationary policy.
IV. TRADE-OFF AMONG USERS' DELAYS AND PROOF OF SUITABLITY FOR WEIGHTED SUM CRITERION
In minimizing users' average delays as a multiobjective optimization, the key point is to choose an optimization method capable of realizing all possible trade-offs among the users. Pareto front is the mathematical description of the possible trade-offs. Theorem 3 considers MDPs with finite and countable state-spaces, while the state-space of delay minimization problem is not. Explicitly, the wireless channel gains take real values in an unlimited range. The set of queue lengths is also unlimited in theory. In practice, however, there are upper limits for both and in fact channel gains can be discretized by quantizing them according to the needed precision for calculations. Additionally in digital implementations of the corresponding algorithm in a CRAN, the mentioned quantization is necessary. 
V. JOINT OPTIMAL POLICY FOR USERS' POWER CONTROL AND FRONTHAUL ALLOCATION
Following, is an example on how joint allocation can improve delay reduction. Consider a simple cooperating cluster with two RRHs and two users. In this case, by substituting j N based on (2), the end-to-end rate of user i according to (6) can be written as: be of the same order of magnitude for some channel realizations, then the data rates of the two users stay almost the same for all fronthaul allocations. In such cases, only changing the transmit powers can adjust the data rates in order to reduce delays. Therefore, in addition to the general gains of power control, using it in combination with fronthaul allocation can enhance delay performance as required in 5G.
A.
Formulating the MDP problem The transmit power of each user consists of a constant part and a dynamic part:
With the objective functions and the constraints defined in previous parts, we can state the MDP problem as:
.
The Lagrangian of this problem is:
Considering γ and i µ s as constants and optimizing L with respect to π , we can interpret γ as the cost of one bits/sec/Hz of total fronthaul capacity and each i µ as the cost of one watts of dynamic power for user i. Consequently, we can define the cost function at each time-slot as:
Substituting (18) we utilize the analytical method of perturbation theory as in [5] , to find a well-approximated analytical solution for the MDP in (16). 
B.
Solution of the MDP problem: Similar to [5] , we first compute J(Q; 0) using its decomposable structure and later compute the effect of non-zero cross-links up to their second Taylor term. The approximate priority function J(Q; 0) can be decomposed to n sub-priority functions as:
The proof mimics that of [8] , since the only difference is addition of power terms to the cost function, which acts the same as previously-existing capacity terms. Based on (19), only the derivatives of the approximate priority function J is required to calculate the optimal policy. The following theorem provides the equation for computing these derivatives. 
The closed-form approximations for the expectations in (21), as well as its proof, are presented in appendix A of [6] . In order to account for the effect of cross-links, we use the Taylor expansion of ( ) ; 0
The functions ( ) ij J Q ɶ may be called the joint priority functions.
Theorem 6:
The derivatives of the joint priority functions with respect to queues' lengths are given by, where, vi s are constants:
Proof: [6] , Appendix B
D. The optimal allocations:
After computing J(Q; δ) (for a certain distribution of wireless channels and set of arrival rates), we can substitute it in the minimization stage of (19) rewritten in (24), to derive the optimal allocations for fronthaul capacity and transmit powers at each system
. Note that the expected effect of future events on this allocation are embedded in the function J(Q; δ). 
...
VI. DELAY MINIMIZATION FOR FINITE DURATION SERVICES
In a real network, users ask for services of limited duration. Such durations are usually modeled as random variables with exponential distribution (geometric in the case of slotted time). Since total reward is definable in finite-horizon case, in this section we minimize the total cost (delay) for each user. Optimizing the total and average rewards are equivalent for a fixed horizon length, but are quite different in the case of random horizon length. It is shown that optimizing total reward for geometrically distributed horizon lengths, is equivalent to optimizing an infinite-horizon discounted-reward problem. It should be noted that the optimization horizon is limited by the user whose service terminates first. Then, a new optimization begins with the rest of the users. The users are assumed to be independent with a geometrical parameter i µ for user i. Consequently, the optimization length will follow a geometrical distribution with 
A. Problem formulation:
First, we shall analyze the effect of random horizon length. The following lemma, addresses this issue:
A total-reward finite-horizon MDP with geometrically distributed random horizon length with parameter µ , is equivalent to a discounted-reward infinite-horizon MDP, with a discount rate of µ . Proof: [6] ,Appendix C 
This cost can be interpreted as regulation for the total fronthaul capacity used by each RRH which in turn, is more realistic than regulating for the time-average of the consumed fronthaul capacity. The Lagrangian for minimizing (25) constrained to (27) equals:
B. Solution: The Bellman optimality equation for problem in (28) is given by:
Similar to previous section, we first solve the decomposed problem assuming zero-valued cross-link and then solve it up to its second (linear) Taylor term. The theorems providing the implicit equations for 
VII. SIMULATIONS & RESULTS

A. Jointly optimal allocations of fronthaul and power
Simulations are conducted for a cooperation cluster of size two. Large-scale fading is constant during each simulation run. The small-scale fading has a Rayleigh distribution with a mean equal to the large-scale fading, and is updated at each time slot. Several simulation runs were conducted with various large-scale fading matrices. The off-diagonal entries of these matrices were chosen one order of magnitude smaller than the diagonals. Fig. 2 compares the performance of the joint allocation and an extension of the fixed power method in [5] for their sum of average delays over various arrival rates of one of the users. In order to have a fair comparison, the average of users' powers over time in the proposed method was set equal to those in the fixed-power scheme. The wireless channel bandwidth is 2 GHz and the total fronthaul capacity is set to 10 bits/sec/Hz. We see that adding dynamic power control to the decisions set has resulted in considerable reduction in the sum of delays. The point labeled inf is actually the instability point of the fixed-power method. Overall, the gain in delay reduction increases as the sum of users' data rates increases, and the system becomes more crowded.
Joint allocation has also extended the stability region of the arrival rates by limiting the average delay for cases in which the previous method went instable. Fluctuations in Fig.2 for the constant-power method, is due to step- Therefore, the next advantage of the proposed scheme is its smoother behavior. Fig. 3 compares the sum of average delays for the proposed and fixed-power methods as functions of the total fronthaul capacity, considering a constant pair of arrival rates and considerable reduction of delay is obvious here as well. The gain in delay reduction increases as the total fronthaul capacity decreases or equivalently, the network becomes more crowded.
B. Finite-duration services
In this section, we simulated a CRAN with parameters same as fixed-power model in previous section, but over a random simulation time (horizon) with geometrical distribution of parameter µ , and examined the performance of the two algorithms; the proposed discounted-reward and the custom average-reward schemes. For each µ , the simulations were repeated 50 times to account for realizations of various optimization lengths and averaged over them. Fig. 4 shows sum of the accumulated delays of users, averaged over 50 trials, for the two methods. Fig. 4 shows that as µ decreases (or as departure of at least one of the users becomes more probable), the proposed scheme results in greater gain over the averagereward model and creates much less total delay for the users, on average. On the other hand, as µ increases, the users become more likely to ask for longer services and the result of the proposed solution approaches to the previous one as expected.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We considered the problem of minimizing users' delays in uplink of a CRAN, which is a multi-objective optimization. Primarily, we chose the average delay criteria for each user, defined as an infinite-horizon average-reward objective function. Combining the MDP and Pareto optimization theories, we proved that every possible balance in optimizing a number of infinitehorizon average-reward objective functions is achievable by optimizing a properly weighted sum of those objective functions. Consequently, every balance point in minimizing users' average delays is also achievable by minimizing a properly weighted sum of average delays. Moreover, we analyzed the mechanism through which, dynamic control of transmit powers can improve the effectiveness of fronthaul allocation, in terms of reducing users' average delays. The proposed policy results in significantly lower weighted sum delay in comparison with the fixed-power scheme and also extends the stability region of the arrival rates. Finally, we analyzed the more realistic scenario of finite service durations for the users. In this scenario, the horizon becomes finite random value with a geometrical distribution. Consequently we were able to choose the more preferred, total delay criterion instead of the average-delay. The proposed scheme significantly outperforms the average-reward model in total delay reduction, especially when departure or entrance of a user is more probable at each time slot.
